We’re committed to keeping
your inventory on hand
Our standard forestry stock in Edmonton

Our standard oilfield stock in Edmonton

Sprockets

Double A-Plate Sprockets

Roller Chain (80-240), Mill Chain
(81X, 78, 82, 124, 132, 157), Drag
Chain (110, 116, 480), Conveyor
Chain (C2060H, C2080H, C2100H),
Engineered Class (3939-B4, M900)

Roller Chain

G7 Roller Chain, Titan, Lambda,
Super Series, Conveyor
Local capabilities: Local stock on all
series, cut to length free of charge.

D80A17

D80A45

D80A52

D80A84

D80A108

D80A112

D100A11

D100A22

D100A23

D100A24

D100A26

D100A31

D100A35

D100A45

D100A80

D100A112 D120A24

D120A25

D120A26

D120A38

D120A46

D120A60

D120A66

D120A84

Available in finished bore, urethane/
bronze/bearing bushed, QD, taper
lock, split taper, XT and Powerlock/
Smart Tooth/shaft assemblies.

Welded Steel Chain

Local capabilities: Increased stock
levels and full burning capabilities
mean you get fast, flexible service.
Up to 6 pieces—24-hour delivery.
More than 6 pieces—maximum
3 days (stock dependent).

Local capabilities: Stock, full
range of welded attachments,
quick turnaround.

D80B10

D80B11

D80B13

D80B14

D80B15

D80B16

D80B17

D80B18

D80B20

D80B21

D80B22

D80B23

D80B27

D80B35

D100B11

D100B14

D100B18

D100B19

Attachment Chain

D100B20

D100B21

D120B11

D120B12

D120B13

D120B17

D120B20

D120B23

For custom shaft assemblies along
with drum sprockets, please request
a quotation.

(WH78, WH78XHD, WH82, WH124,
WH124XHD, WH132, WH132XHD,
WHD110, WDRS480-LB)

Scanners, trimmers, sorters,
stackers, graders, transfers
Local capabilities: Riveting,
welding, complete with lugs
(scanner/trimmer), match
and tagged.

D120A102

Double B-Plate Sprockets

Bushed Style Sprockets
D80Q14

D80Q15

D80Q16

D80Q17

D80Q18

D80R20

D80R21

D80R22

D80R23

D100Q14

D100R18

D100R19

D100R20

D100R21

D100R24

D120R17

Triple & Quadruple Sprockets

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Contact Tsubaki for
cut-to-order chains and made-to-order custom sprockets.

T80A20

T80A50

T80A80

Q100A20

Q100A22

Q100A24

Q100A30

Q100A31

Q100A44

Q100A49

T80B14

T80B15

T80B16

T80B19

T80B20

T80B24

T80B26

T80B30

We’re here for you

Coming soon!

www.tsubaki.ca
Tel: 780.438.6073
After Hours: 780.983.2202
10035-56th Ave., Edmonton, AB T6E 5L7

Tsubaki shaft manufacturing and assembly

Edmonton

Serving you in
Western Canada
Sprockets and chains, stock and
made-to-order capability

Fast, reliable service and expertise
Specialized, long-lasting product

Tsubaki
delivers
Expertise

Quality

We are the world’s largest
sprocket manufacturer, and we
have extensive experience in
Canadian operations from coast
to coast. This gives us deep
expertise in understanding how
our products are used—expertise
you can depend on.

Our manufacturing standards go
beyond ASME standards—you
get products that last longer, even
under harsh conditions.

Oilfield
At Tsubaki, we understand oilfield grade. High productivity, high speeds,
high shock loads and high cyclic loading put great demands on sprockets
and roller chain. Our experts have developed Tsubaki’s Energy Series to
keep your operation running smoothly.

Sprockets

Roller Chain

Here in Western Canada, we offer an extensive local inventory of:
Multistrand sprockets—for maximum performance, many with our
innovative “Smart Tooth” visible wear indicators that eliminate the
guesswork from your preventative maintenance.
Energy Series chain—API certified, with unique features such as
Energy Series pins, ballized plate holes, shot-peened bushings and
rollers, and Z cotters. Our Energy Series chain comes with a free of
charge cut-to-length service.

Performance
We are the only manufacturer of
precision and engineered class
chains AND sprockets. You get
the right combination of chain
and sprocket—with a longer life
for each.

For reliability and quality,
remember that Tsubaki is
the only supplier that can
manufacture both roller chain
and sprockets, period.

Forestry

Sprockets

Roller Chain

Welded Steel Chain

Attachment Chain

You have deadlines to meet, so whether you’re having an
untimed breakdown or a scheduled shutdown, you need fast,
dependable answers.
Tsubaki Edmonton looks forward to bringing you our in-house
wealth of experience, along with our dedication to mitigating
day-to-day industry challenges. In addition to the market’s
best chains and sprockets, stocked and manufactured or
customized locally, we are your partner in reducing downtime,
lowering maintenance costs and increasing productivity.

